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Intro - Moon in Venus: A Women’s Manifesto for Living Well with Debt

Over centuries, credit has been used to control, exploit and inflict violence on the most 

precarious in our societies. People in debt are made to feel isolated, ashamed, and morally 

beholden to their creditor. In order to realize the possibilities of living an unburdened future, 

debt erasure needs to happen on a large scale. Conversations need to be had to reduce shame 

and build trust, in other words, personal finance must be made public. Moon in Venus seeks to 

re-imagine how we can collectively support women breaking free from debt. Forming the 

Coalitional Debtor is a project that outlines a speculative supportive infrastructure which aims to 

make personal debt refusal possible. This speculative infrastructure is made up of three core 

components; access (legal, technological, monetary), pedagogy (anti-capitalist financial literacy, 

political and social movement history), and embodied healing (mental and physical health, 

spirituality). By centring care-based relational practices, debtors may be able to support one 

another towards financial well-being and build collective power.

As a organisation, with an established community presence, informed by 25 years of front line 

community engagement we intended to give our community the opportunity to have a platform 

to voice their needs and wants around living well with debt. Our persistent focus on the 

advancement of education and wellbeing for local individuals and families is evident in the work 

we undergo on a daily basis. Debt is the single issue that holds back women from being able to 

make change in their lives, practically and in terms of mental health: an unrelenting burden that 

the cycles of borrowing and repayment only offer a temporary reprieve. We wanted the women 

who engaged in this project to experience a number of changes in how they perceive their 

situation, feel a positive shift in their mental health and wellbeing and have choices going 

forward. Centring them within this process is how wanted to learn the most about tackling debt 

and poverty, as well as utilising creative practice to nurture individual personal growth and 

development.



Venus has provided money management advice and support to low income women since 

2012. Our work has been supported by a range of funders enabling us to deal with the 

practicalities of debt management, emotional support and signposting. The work has made 

countless positive changes and outcomes for women and families. However, it was widely 

recognised need was not declining. With the advent of Universal Credit and rising household 

costs we continue to find ourselves dealing with an increasing demand. We needed to find 

new ways to tackle what is a severe local and national issue for women and families who live 

with debt and poverty that constricts and restricts not only their futures but their everyday 

happiness. We are committed to providing practical and holistic support: but we felt we could 

no longer only concentrate on plugging gaps in a broken system. Year on year funders, 

volunteers, foodbanks, social housing providers and credit unions commit both cash and non-

cash resources to providing a thin safety net for our community. This support in many ways 

appeared to be maintaining the deficit and was not tackling the wider issues such as high 

interest high street lending, payday loans and loan sharking. We needed radical new and 

different thinking on this issue and a new and creative process that allows us to zoom out of 

the day-to-day to address how we shift the balance of power. With a distinct lack of systems 

and processes for citizens to assert how policy should be determined at a national level, we 

wanted to explore how women can make change within their individual and community 

realms: and believe that creative process and practice can be the driver.



Project Description
Stage 1:  Understanding the context/ Workshops

To begin we brought women who ordinarily attended our money management services, money 
management peer volunteers and co-ordinator, and the creative project team together to meet 
to build trust and relationships, to define and discuss the key aspects of debt which render their 
situations powerless. Facilitated by our independent curators Phoebe and Fauzia, this was 
achieved across several workshops, utilising different creative mediums and processes.



Workshop Outputs



Stage 2:  Creating the Zine 



Stage 3:  Shop

With energy prices and the cost of living increasing, household spending is becoming a 
worry for many families in our area, with unmanageable debt becoming a burden that 
many carry.

“Moon in Venus” is a pop-up shop unlike no other. Over March — Women’s History 
Month — Venus Charity's team of experts is inviting local women to receive free 
energy-saving advice, money management, and debt support. The shop is a warm and 
welcoming space for all women to get help with getting on top of their finances, 
managing their debt, and saving for the future.

We are also running a free healing programme for local women to make new friends, 
tell their stories and support each other on their journeys towards living a healthy and 
happy life, despite the burden of debt. This will include yoga and creative workshops.

The temporary “shop” is a pilot scheme, allowing Venus to test new ways of delivering 
their money management services and broaden their support to women in Bootle. The 
space will empower local women to question what collective debt is, and imagine life 
without burden, as well as support each other in maintaining good mental health for 
them and their families.

Artist Cathy Cross has designed the interior and Holly Temple has designed the 
marketing campaign. The following artists will deliver programme within the space 
alongside the Venus Money Management Team:

Ruth Beale

Emma Summerscales

Fauziya Johnson 

Lateisha Davine Lovelace-Hanson

Phoebe Bachman

Jeanne van Heeswijk



What were the inputs and resources for the project?

Apart from funding from  Battersea Arts Centre, Arts Council England and the Energy Redress 
Fund the main inputs were: 

Artists
Jeanne van Heeswijk
Phoebe Bachman
Fauziya Johnson
Cathy Cross

Production and Curation - Rule Of Threes
Sue Potts
Maria Brewster 
Faye Hamblett-Jones

Venus Staff
Stephanie Fawett – Creative Projects Co-Ordinator
Jo Hughes Money Management Co-ordinator

Venus participants- women who attend Venus money management services

What were the timescales, the activities and people involved?

Oct 2020- April 2022 

● Co-Creation workshops
● Moon in Venus Zine
● Strand Shop:

● Private Launch 

● Money Management and energy advice

● Embodied Healing workshop with Fauziya Johnson 

● Draft excluder workshop

● Yoga with Katie Gilmor

● Connecting with Nature with Lateisha Davine Lovelace-Hanson

● Workshop w/ Alternative School of Economics

● Jeanne’s Workshop 

● Timeline workshop with Phoebe Bachman 

On-going Programming

Library-

Working with the Alternative School of Economics, they will be bringing a selection of their 

extensive library to the space for local women to read. Books specific to Liverpool will be 

donated by the local feminist bookstore, News from Nowhere. 



The Outcomes
What did you learn about what co-creation needs (eg circumstances, ingredients,
qualities, characteristics, processes, factors, behaviours)?

During the project it was evident a level of commitment, familiarity, trust and a platform for 
progressive discussion was needed to allow the co-creation process to develop. It was vital 
that from facilitators to participants, everyone was clear about what is expected from every 
corner of the co-creation process. 

What did you learn about the meaning and process of co-creation?

The development of new processes and services, developed with participants, partners and 
independent curators/ experts was at the heart of our learning and success around co-
creation.  We discovered that you cannot combat an issue that directly impacts a on 
community who’s survival depends on that same issue without support from external 
progressive influences. Openness and ownership was a really important part of the process, 
looking at who is able to contribute to the co-creation process and who will benefit from the 
outputs of the process.  Without inspired participation, being empathetic to the co-creation 
cohort and thinking about why people would want to participate, it would have been 
impossible to conduct any form of real co-creation. Targeted selection of co-creation cohort 
ensured the most suitable individuals where invited to be a part of the process to encourage 
our best chance of success. Connecting creative minds across the co-creation cohort was 
vital to ensure that not only our outputs where optimal, but to also support progressive and 
effective dialogue and participation throughout the project. By informing, acknowledging 
and celebrating all contributors of the co-creation process we were able to ensure all 
involved  felt their participation was valued and helpful to the overall project. Continuing 
developments is key onward development to the co-creation process, as embarking on such 
broad and complex issues may not be entirely solved through this one project, but if we can 
continue to learn and develop process and skills, these can then be further developed or 
used as transferable skills into other projects or issues needing to be addressed. 



What were the main outputs of the project?

• Co-Creation workshops
• Moon in Venus Zine
• Strand Shop
• Money Management and energy advice
• Embodied Healing workshop with Fauziya Johnson 
• Draft excluder workshop
• Yoga with Katie Gilmor
• Connecting with Nature with Lateisha Davine Lovelace-Hanson
• Workshop w/ Alternative School of Economics
• Jeanne’s Workshop with Venus Staff
• Timeline workshop with Phoebe Bachman 

On-going Programming
Library-
Working with the Alternative School of Economics, they will be bringing a selection of their extensive library to the space 
for local women to read. Books specific to Liverpool will be donated by the local feminist bookstore, News from Nowhere. 

What were the outcomes of the project?

• Education of living well with debt
• Viewing living with debt differently. 
• Focussing on wellbeing and forecasting better health opposed to our forecasts being about future wealth

Did anything happen that you didn’t expect?

Covid was not expected and the shop aspect has taken on a life of its own. We’re being able to build our manifesto and 
engage a 
Wider group of women through the shop space. 

What learning has come from the project?

It’s possible to keep going and to bring a project to a good outcome despite the major setbacks. We did discuss closing the 
project down and not making it public. But despite the long time line, we’re glad that we stayed with it. 

What worked and what didn’t work?

Co creation using zoom didn’t work. We tried multiple avenues including zoom, miro and whatsapp groups but it worked 
better in person. 

Did you successfully transfer agency?

The agency was hampered by Covid 19 and our decision to work with overseas artists. When we shut down in March 2020 
Venus had to move to emergency provision. This meant that the momentum with the first group of women was lost and 
we had to reconvene. Everything had to be delivered from a distance and we had to re-recruit women. Our original idea 
was to work with a small group of women to achieve a change in agency over debt. This hasn’t changed and we are still 
working towards it. 

How did the project work and was this effective in generating better outcomes?

The support from Battersea Arts Centre enabled us to keep on going. 



Moving Forward

Could your project be sustainable in the long term?
We are looking to host a permanent shop with women’s debt, wellbeing and enterprise 
woven together. We will look for future funds. 

What plans do you have for embedding ways of working?
We’ve always worked with artists and collaboration is at the heart of our longevity as a 26 
year old charity. We don’t usually work with producers, we’d take on this role ourselves. We 
see a definite purpose in working in collaboration with other arts organisations to help us to 
achieve co-creation. 

What will you now do differently?

We will commission arts within other services. We would usually deliver an arts project as a 
separate entity not as part of a service delivery. We would seek to do this now, embedding 
artists within our advice and early help work with families. We can see the benefits of 
thinking differently about problems and delivering more creative interventions alongside 
our crisis interventions. 

Are there opportunities for others to take up your learning? Is it
transferable?

We hope that we will share our learning in the shop space with other third sector 
organisations. 


